
Introducing

The world-leading student 
learning content and 

engagement platform



<Discover Kortext Arcturus
Provide your students with a study experience like no other with 
the Kortext Arcturus platform, a name born of the brightest star 
in the Northern Hemisphere, helping you to educate the next 
generation of difference makers.

Plugging seamlessly into your university’s digital ecosystem, the Arcturus 
platform gives you access to our extensive catalogue of over 2 million eBooks 
from 4,700 academic publishers.



The Arcturus platform is: 

<Re-engineered for scale
As part of our commitment to provide a best-in-class 
experience for our users, we have re-engineered our platform 
from the ground up to enhance future teaching and learning 
experiences for the global education community.

Fast

Secure

Intuitive

Intelligent

Sustainable

Reliable

Unlimited



Discover the power, speed and extensive capability of the 
Arcturus platform – enabling university libraries, academics 
and students to embrace the new digital learning landscape 
with ease.

<Delivering for your institution

Seamless integration with your systems

Unlimited capacity

Power to boost productivity

Easy platform exploration

The Arcturus platform will easily lock into your 
university tech systems – from the VLE to your 
reading list management system and library 
catalogues – however they are configured.

Built to accommodate unlimited users, the 
Arcturus platform can handle simultaneous use 
by every student and academic in the world and 
still deliver a seamless user experience. 

Ultra-fast processing capability up to 3x faster 
than before delivers the power to get things 
done. Combined with rapid rendering, users can 
be at their most productive wherever they are.

With intuitive app-based navigation, experience 
a fluent user journey akin to the effortlessly 
rewarding end-to-end consumer tech accessed 
every day.



Rock-solid stability

Promising consistent performance, the Arcturus 
platform can be counted on to always be 
available at the point of need, with first class 
uptime records.

Data protection peace of mind
Kortext leverages the Microsoft Azure cloud 
hosting platform so our partners can benefit 
from unparalleled data security, so your student 
data is kept safe from aggressive parties.

Intelligence and automation 
View recommended content, deliver personalised 
learning experiences and facilitate knowledge 
consolidation through assessment and smart 
task assignment – powered by Arcturus' 
intelligence and automation services

Our system is built with multiple redundancies so 
that, in the unlikely event of a failure in any part 
of the system, there is always a backup that 
allows the Arcturus platform to operate as normal.  

A commitment to sustainability
Our cloud-based platform is hosted in Microsoft’s 
Azure datacentres, whose sustainability 
commitments are unrivalled, making Arcturus the 
most sustainable choice for your university.

Reliable and robust backup systems



The Arcturus platform powers a host of functionality for 
students, librarians and academics to deliver equitable and 
engaging learning experiences. 

<Why the Kortext Arcturus platform? 

Kortext Arcturus
The learning experience and engagement platform

Powering
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workflow
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• Reading list
• SupportAll - 
service cloud

Insight

Advanced 
learning
analytics

Bookshelf & 
Student Hub

Advanced 
reading and 

learning tools

Academic 
Hub

• Teaching & 
class 
engagement 
tools
• Course 
packs / DCS
• OER / OA

Content
Marketplace

Integrated
eBookStore 
for students

“
”

With Kortext I felt confident that we had found a 
platform that o�ered us everything we needed, as well 
as a company who could support us and our students 
through this transition. We’ve been very happy with 
how things have gone this year and have received 
positive feedback from our academics. We’re now 
working with Kortext to make the experience for next 
year even better...

Aurelia Murphy, Head of Academic Services
The City Law School
City, University of London



Intuitive eReader
A straightforward and accessible reading experience for all

Smart study tools
For deep engagement and interaction with learning content

We help our partner institutions take teaching and learning to 
the next level by leveraging Kortext’s:

Personalised, digital bookshelf
Easy to navigate and fully searchable for seamless content discovery.



Digital content store (DCS)
Request, digitise, clear the rights and provide links to content, including course 
packs, through CLA workflows

Kortext Open Resources Collection
10,000 Open Access publications and Open Educational Resources covering 
20+ broad subject areas

SupportALL
Kortext’s support portal, complete with how-to articles, videos, FAQs and more 
for librarians, academics and students

Insightful analytics
The most comprehensive in the market, backed by Microsoft PowerBI. Measure 
content usage, study behaviours and more to make informed decisions on 
acquisition and student support

And there is plenty more to come in 2022 as the Kortext 
Arcturus platform enables us to explore further 

functionality for our student and 
academic users. 



The smart study platform

Get in touch!

marketing@kortext.com    www.kortext.com   (+44)01202 551203


